About Nardhana Academy
of Dance & Ramaa Ramesh
Ramaa Ramesh is a renowned Bharatanatyam dancer and the
Director of “Nardhana Academy of Dance”, a dance school founded
by her in 1992. Ramaa started learning dance at the age of seven
and had her debut full length solo performance when she was twelve
years old. She trained under Padmashri Smt. Chitra Visweswaran – a
world famous Bharatanatyam dancer/teacher - for over fifteen years.
She taught as a senior staff member in “Chidambaram Academy of
Arts”, her Guru’s dance school and performed professionally in India and several foreign countries. In her dance career, she has won several awards and holds
raving press reviews to her credit. She has a Masters Degree in Dance from
Temple University, Philadelphia and continued to pursue a doctoral degree in
dance. She also teaches an introductory course to Bharatanatyam at Bryn Mawr
College. Ramaa has always dedicated her efforts towards preserving the purity
of this ancient dance form and passing it to the next generation.Ramaa Ramesh
and her Guru Smt. Chitra Visweswaran conducted a dance workshop in
Philadelphia concluding with a recital - “Three Generations of Indian Classical
Dancers”. This event featuring the workshop students, Ramaa Ramesh and Chitra
Visweswaran, was co-sponsored by Nardhana Academy and the Asian Arts
Initiative. Ramaa has leaned on creating and improvising within the limits of
the style. She enjoys choreographing to lyrical interpretations of different Indian
languages. Technical perfection, flawless rendering and realistic expressions are
few of the details that she likes to adhere to in her teaching as well as performance. She encourages her students to perform in public as often as possible, so
they can gain exposure and self-confidence.
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MELTING POT. Fifty-seven kindergartners through fifthgrader attired in native dress and representing 24 nations
gathered in K.D. Markley’s gym for Heritage Night. The
event is designed to give culturally diverse students an
opportunity to showcase the homeland in which either
they, their parents or their grandparents were born.
Second-grader Lavanya Ramesh of Malvern (left) performs a native dance from India.

Contact e-mail: ramaadance@gmail.com
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Lavanya Rathi Ramesh
Disciple of Smt. Ramaa Ramesh

About Lavanya Rathi Ramesh
Lavanya Rathi is eleven years old and a sixth grader in the Great Valley
School District in Malvern, USA. Lavanya had her Bharatanatyam
Arangetram when she was only ten years old at the Person Hall Theater,
Lang Performing Arts Center, Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania. This debut
full length solo dance performance accompanied by live orchestra from
India was attended by an audience of over 800 people. Apart from raving
press reviews, Lavanya has the distinguished honor of receiving a letter of
recognition from the Honorable Governor of Pennsylvania, Gov. Edward G.
Rendell, commending her for her achievement and commitment to the
dance form at such a young age. As the Guest of Honor, Mr. Harry Kao,
Executive Director, Governor’s Advisory Commission on Asian American
Affairs, felicitated Lavanya on this prestigious accomplishment.
She started learning Bharatanatyam at a very young age of three from her
mother and teacher Ramaa Ramesh, partly through training and mostly
through observing Ramaa’s classes. Once she started to get formal instructions at age five, in Ramaa’s dance school, ‘Nardhana Academy of Dance’,

Ramaa Ramesh (right) director of
the Nardhana Academy of Dance,
and her daughter, Rathi, perform
Bharatanatyaam, the most popular
classical Indian dance form. The
demonstration and lecture took
place at Pilates for Movement in
Bryn Mawr during First Friday Main
Line on Friday night.

there was no looking back. Her relentless pursuit, hard work and consistent
effort kept her progressing forward in a very fast pace. Her grand Guru,
Padmashri. Smt. Chitra Visweswaran recognized her talents by giving a
prominent role in one of her choreographies when she was only 7 years old.
Her private lessons with Smt. Chitra Visweswaran have helped her to further
enhance the finer aspects of the dance form. Rathi’s ability to comprehend
and react to music inspires her to execute her movements and express her
emotions with a deeper sense of understanding.
She has represented Nardhana Academy with numerous performances in the
Delaware Valley region. Hailing from the prestigious lineage of the famous
South Indian Poet/ Freedom Fighter, Sri. Subramania Bharatiyar, Lavanya
Rathi takes pride in continuing with her family legacy.
She learns vocal carnatic music with Smt. Lata Suresh. She has been taking
piano lessons and has been rated ‘Superior’ in her age group at numerous
piano festivals. Figure skating is another strong passion for Rathi. Trained
in this sport by Olympic figure skating champions, she continues to excel,
winning medals for her skating club. Her other interests are Poetry, Math,
Sudoku, Space Science and Acting.

